MYWALL:

OUR GAME
TEMPLATES

EVERYONE CAN EASILY DEVELOP ACTIVE
EDUCATIONAL GAMES IN OUR MYWALL
UNIVERSE

In a matter of just minutes you can create your very own interactive educational games. With
a login to ActiveFloor’s online platform ‘MyWall’, you can easily develop games, with the
assistance of any mobile unit or a computer.
In the MyWalls international games library you can discover a plethora of educational games
which are made in collaboration with teachers and pedagogues across the world. With the
vast amount of game templates comes almost an infinite amount of game combinations.
SPORTsWall’s many activity and fitness games are a fantastic way to get more exercise in a
busy everyday life.
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GAME TEMPLATES




QUIZ GAMES



ACTIVITY GAMES

All quizzes follow a question-answer
procedure. The content varies from
game to game, but all of the games
are based on a line of multiplechoice questions. The quizzes are
entertaining and educational at the
same time, and the children are
highly motivated by the combination
of play and learning.

The activity games consist of
games that are developed solely for
entertainment or stimulation. One
example is the football game where
you play for 90 (fictional) minutes, or
the flower garden game where you
do your own gardening, grow flowers
and avoid weeds.

MEMORY GAMES

FITNESS GAMES

Our memory games are motivating
and fun working memory training.
The content varies from game to
game, but all of the games are based
on remembering and reproducing
whatever you have been presented
with. Memory games are particularly
suitable for children with poor
working memory skills, concentration
problems, and for children with
overall learning difficulties.

Our fitness games consist of various
activity games, which is a fantastic
way of getting your pulse elevated
and at the same time having
incredible fun. The games are the
perfect match for fitness centers or
adults who want their pulse elevated.

WILDWEST
WildWest is an activity game which consists of a lot
of exercise and competition.
The game starts with selecting the number of players.
During the game the objective is hitting the money
vault representing the greatest value and thus
collecting the highest possible amount of cash before
the train arrives at the end of line. Our game requires
a good aim and a solid concentration because every
time a money box gets hit, the boxes switches place
randomly.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

Whichever player has collected the most amount of
money when the clock runs out, wins the game.
For 4 players/teams.


Activity Games

BLOCKBUSTER (FITNESS-SKIN)
BlockBuster is an activity game that’s all about
movement and competition.
The game begins with choosing how many players are
going to play. There can be up to four players/teams.
The aim of the game is to hit the box with the highest
score to collect as many points as possible before the
time runs out. For this game, you are going to need a
good aim and good concentration because every time
a box gets hit, all the boxes with points will change
places with each other randomly.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

When the time runs out, the one with the highest
score is the winner.
For 4 players/teams.

Fitness game

SWEETYWAR
SweetyWar is, as the name suggests, filled with
sweets and feisty duels. The game is an activity game
where the players have to keep their head and their
shooting arm in the game. Huge amounts of sweets
are raining from the UFOs and it’s up to the players
to hit as many of them as possible – the more you hit
before the time is up, the more points you will get.

 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

There can be up to 4 players/teams in a game of
SweetyWar. This means there is room for both a oneon-one duel or a team effort.
The player/team with the most points when the time
runs out wins the game.

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

Are you ready for a sweet duel?

 CREATIVITY

35%

For 4 players/teams.


Activity Games

SKYFALL (FITNESS-SKIN)
Skyfall is our fitness game, which requires extra
concentration. Objects are descending from the sky
and it’s the players’ jobs to hit as many objects as
possible. The more objects the players hit before the
round ends the more points they are awarded.
Either the player or team getting the most amount of
points naturally wins the game. It’s a super fun game
when wanting to elevate your pulse and develop
concentration skills. If you’re into competing, this
game is sure to be a giant hit.
For 4 players/teams.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

Fitness spil

SLIMEBATTLE
As soon as SlimeBattle begins, so do activity,
movement, and competition. Each player gets their
own circle of slime. The goal is to hit the slime while
it is moving around in circles. BUT there is one small
detail: the players only hit the slime when it puffs up
to score points. A seemingly small detail, but one that
demands that the players increase their attention and
concentration.

 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

The goal is to collect as many points as possible
before the time at the bottom of the board runs out.
This exercises the players’ speed while their activity
level is off the charts.

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

For 4 players/teams.

 CREATIVITY

35%


Activity Games

ROTATOR (FITNESS-SKIN)
Activity, exercise, and competition are plentiful in this
game. Each player has their own circle. The task at
hand is hitting the dots which are circulating in a ring.
There’s just one minor detail: the players only hit the
illuminated dot(s) to score points.
The main purpose of this game is collecting as many
points as possible before the clock runs out. In this
game participating players speed develops all the
same time their activity level rises.
For 4 players/teams.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

Fitness spil

CIRCUSRACE
In CircusRace, the players need to keeping hitting the
ball that matches their individual colour. When they
hit the ball, it will reappear in the grey area. When
you hit the ball, your elephant will run quicker in the
elephant racecourse. The quickest elephant wins the
race.
For 4 players/teams.

 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%


Activity Games

MARATRON (FITNESS-SKIN)
In Maratron the purpose of the game is hitting circles
with solid colors as fast as possible, that way you
ensure the win before other players. Participants have
to make sure they hit their own color, when they do,
the color reappears in the empty box.
Whichever player hits their color the most amount of
times and also the fastest, wins the race.
For 4 players/teams.

 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

Fitness spil

CRAZYBALLOONS
Do you know the classic game tic tac toe? In
CrazyBallons, we’ve turned the rules of the game
upside down. Here, the goal is to hit the animal inside
the balloon before there are three in a row. The game
becomes more difficult the more times the players
hit the animals inside the balloons – because the
more times animals are hit, the faster a new one will
appear. It’s all about having a quick and precise aim
and your shooting arm at the ready. It’s a great game
for incorporating lots of activity and movement into
everyday life.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

For 4 players/teams.


Activity Games

WHACK-A-ROWS (FITNESS-SKIN)
Perhaps you know the classic game “Three in a row”?
In Whack-A-Rows the tables have turned, and the
rules are upside down. the game gets increasingly
difficult. Each time you hit the balls the faster a new
one appears. The main focus should be throwing the
ball fast and precise, that way you won’t get three in
a row. This is a super duper cool game when wanting
to get a lot of fast paced exercise incorporated in your
everyday life.
For 4 players/teams.
 TEAMWORK

20%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

20%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

90%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

35%

.

Fitness spil

MEMORY
The good old game of memory that we all are familiar
with, appears as a whole new and fun experience
when it is projected onto a big wall.
In this game, the players take turns to flip two cards
that lie on the playing surface. If the pictures match,
you get a pair. The team with the most pairs wins the
game. The content of the cards can be both texts and
pictures.
For 1-4 players/teams.
 TEAMWORK

75%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

35%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

60%

 COMMUNICATION

60%

 CREATIVITY

75%


Memory Games

DANGER IN THE JUNGLE
Danger In The Jungle is a quiz where two teams/
players compete to cross the magical suspension
bridge first.

 TEAMWORK

70%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
 CREATIVITY

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

85%

 COMMUNICATION

60%

30%

There are two variants of the game: one where each
team takes turns to answer the questions and wait for
each other, and one where it is a race. Either together
or on their own, the players have to answer questions
that bring them closer to the finish line so that they
may cross the bridge. If a player gives a wrong answer,
a board will fall off the suspension bridge and the
person will “fall into the water” and will have to start
over. The goal is to get to the Holy Grail first.
The Jungle Game trains your memory and
cooperation.
For 2 players/teams.


Quiz Games

QUIZ NINJA

 TEAMWORK

70%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

80%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

65%

 COMMUNICATION

65%

 CREATIVITY

25%

Quiz Ninja is a simple quiz consisting of multiple
rounds. When answering questions in the Quiz Ninja
game, it is important to be quick but at the same time
patient as a ninja. Questions appear and the answers
are then floating around on the wall. The players
have to pick the right answers as quickly as possible
by placing their “ninja star” on the answer. If you are
too slow, you may risk not being able to place the
ninja star on the right answer before time is up. On
the other hand, if you are too impatient, you may risk
placing your ninja star on the wrong answer. The right
and the wrong answers are revealed when the pre-set
time is up.
You can easily adapt the exercises to fit the age group
and subject that are relevant for your teaching.
For 1-4 players/teams.


Quiz Games

SMACK THE FLY
Smack the Fly has an unlimited number of possibilities
as it can be used as both a quiz and a memory game.
The game begins by asking a question either in the
shape of a text or a picture. Then the clock starts and
various answers appear on the wall. The objective for
each player is to swat their way to the highest number
of correct answers. The players select/swat the right
answer by throwing a ball at it When time is up, the
right and the wrong answers are revealed on the wall.
We recommend 1-4 players/teams.
 TEAMWORK

60%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

80%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

50%

 COMMUNICATION

50%

 CREATIVITY

25%


Quiz Games

BIKERACE
In BikeRace there are two players who have to
compete to see how fast they can ride the bike. In
the middle of the wall you see the track, where the
players have to throw the ball against the pedals to
get the bicycles moving forward on the track.
During the game you will meet various stops where
you have to answer a question before you can ride on.
These questions may be true or false. If you answer
incorrectly, you will receive a time penalty.
First rider across the line wins the game.
 TEAMWORK
 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
 CREATIVITY

36%
100%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

48%

 COMMUNICATION

39%

For 2 players/teams.

18%


Quiz Games

SPLATTER SPACE
The Splatter Space game is an activity game and a
good supplement to use in order to bring movement
into daily life.

 TEAMWORK

50%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

25%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

85%

 COMMUNICATION

35%

 CREATIVITY

25%

It is a physical game where you have to get your body
moving in order to squash aliens of various colours.
You begin the game by choosing how many players
are going to participate. You do this by selecting a
colour for each player to squash. The player/team
then has to squash the aliens of their chosen colour.
There is a total of 6 colours/teams. The winning team
is the one who has squashed the most aliens of their
chosen colour.
For 6 players/teams.


Activity Games

THE PICTURE BOOK
The Picture Book is a slideshow which, like a book,
gives you the possibility to swipe through various
“books.” Other than that, you can upload your own
pictures and sounds, or you can even use it as a part
of reading aloud and storytelling.
The Picture Book is suitable for children in day care or
nursery schools, but it can quickly be adapted to older
children too.
Everyone can be part of this.
 TEAMWORK

50%

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

65%

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

20%

 COMMUNICATION

60%

 CREATIVITY

70%


Activity Games

 TEAMWORK

 COGNITIVE LEARNING

 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

 COMMUNICATION

 CREATIVITY

WHAT NOW? BE
A PART OF THE
ACTIVEFLOOR
FAMILY
Contact us today and let’s start the fun
ActiveFloor journey - kids will love you for
it that’s for sure.



ednmedia@singnet.com.sg



+ 65 6566 9969



www.edngroup.sg

